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MOTIVATION
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Motivation

• The Web is a constantly growing network of distributed resources (Jan 2017):
– 1,800,047,111 sites,

– 6,328,006 computers
– Check most up-to-date data on: http://news.netcraft.com/archives/web_server_survey.html

• User needs to be able to efficiently search resources/content over the Web
– When I Google “Milan” do I find info on the city or the soccer team?

• User needs to be able to perform query over largely distributed resources
– When is the next performance of the rock band “U2”, where it will be located, what are the best 

way to reach the location, what are the attractions nearby…
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Motivation (cont’d)

• Semantic technology can significantly improve the way we can use large amounts of 
data or functionality. 

• Such Semantic Web-based systems include different components and require 
specific data inputs. 

• In the past decade, the Semantic Web research community has developed a wide 
range of tools addressing these components. 

• In the following, we present the On2Broker system as an example for tools that are 
needed to build semantic systems. 

• On2Broker was also a prototype of first SW tools.

• On2Broker provides brokering services to improve access to heterogeneous, 
distributed and semi-structured information sources as they are available in the 
World Wide Web.

• It relies on the use of ontologies to make explicit the semantics of web pages, to 
formulate queries and to derive answers for them.

6

D. Fensel, J. Angele, S. Decker, M. Erdmann, H.-P. Schnurr, S. Staab, R. Studer, and A. Witt:
On2broker: Semantic-Based Access to Information Sources at the WWW. In Proceedings of the Workshop 
on Intelligent Information Integration (III99) during IJCAI-99, Stockholm, Sweden, August 1999. 
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On2Broker

• On2broker provides a broker architecture with four elements
– a query interface for formulating queries, 

– an info agent used for collecting the required knowledge from the Web, 

– an inference engine used to derive answers, and 

– a database manager used to cache semantic annotations.

• On2broker uses semantic information for guiding the query answering 
process. 

• It provides the answers with a well-defined syntax and semantics that 
can be directly understood and further processed by automatic agents 
or other software tools. 

• It enables a homogeneous access to information that is physically 
distributed and heterogeneously represented in the WWW. 

• We now visualize and explain the core components. 

7
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On2Broker (cont’d)

8

Graphic from D. Fensel, J. Angele, S. Decker, M. Erdmann, H.-P. Schnurr, S. Staab, R. Studer, and A. 
Witt:
On2broker: Semantic-Based Access to Information Sources at the WWW. In Proceedings of the Workshop 
on Intelligent Information Integration (III99) during IJCAI-99, Stockholm, Sweden, August 1999. 
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On2Broker (cont’d)

• The query engine receives queries and answers them by checking the 
content of the databases that were filled by the info and inference 
agents.

• The info agent is responsible for collecting factual knowledge from the 
web using various style of meta annotations, direct annotations like 
XML. 

• The inference engine uses facts and ontologies to derive additional 
factual knowledge that is only provided implicitly. 

• The database manager is the backbone of the entire system. It 
receives facts from the Info agent, exchanges facts as input and output 
with the inference agent, and provides facts to the query engine.

9
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On2Broker: query engine

• This component can also be referred to as query interface. 

• The query engine takes queries as input. 

• It provides answers by checking with the repository and using the fact 
derived with the inference engine. 

• The input queries are transformed in the respective query language 
(e.g. SPARQL). 

• Example query: 
SELECT ?x WHERE 
{ ?x <http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard-rdf/3.0#FN> "John Smith" }

10
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On2Broker: info agent  

• This component can also be referred to as crawler.

• The task is to extract knowledge from different distributed and 
heterogeneous data sources. 

• On2broker uses a web crawler to collect HTMLa (a format that 
integrates annotations directly into the HTML code) pages from the 
web, extracts their annotations, and parses them into the internal format 
of On2broker.

• RDF-A pages and RDF repositories can be included directly.

• HTML and XML data sources require processing provided by wrappers 
to derive RDF data. 

11
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On2Broker: inference engine

• The inference engine takes the facts collected by the info agent 
(crawler). 

• It combines them with the ontology, and then derives the answers to 
user queries (entered through the query interface or query engine). 

• It is used to derive information that is implicitly present in web sources 
without requiring that all information is complete materialized by 
annotations.

• Example: 
The following facts are stored in the repository: “Bob works in the MIMO 
project.” and “MIMO is about Semantic Web Services”. 
The inference engine can conclude Bob knows about Semantic Web 
Services. 

12
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On2Broker: database manager

• Database can also be referred to as repository.

• The web crawler and the inference engine are separate components.

• This is done for efficiency reasons. 

• Additionally, On2Broker separates the query and inference engines. 

• The inference engine works as a demon in the background and takes 
facts from a repository, infers new facts and returns these results back 
into the repository. 

• Example:
The repository stores facts like “Bob works in the MIMO project.”, 
“MIMO is about Semantic Web Services”. 
These facts are stored using a structure, i.e. an ontology.

• Therefore the repository contains structured data. 

13
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Motivation (cont’d)

On2Broker is an example for a Semantic Web system. We now look into some 
tools that could contribute to such a Semantic Web system *). 

• Crawlers for the Semantic Web 
– Swoogle

• Ontology editors (to create the structure intended for the data) 
– Protege and collaborative Protege

• Annotation tools (to create structured data for the repository)
– Semantic MediaWiki
– KIM

• Repositories (databases)
– Sesame

• Reasoners (inference engines)
– OWLIM

Note that query engines were already covered in the lecture on „Storage and querying“.

14
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TECHNICAL SOLUTION AND 
ILLUSTRATIONS: TOOLS

15
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Semantic crawler:
Swoogle

16

Slides based on http://swoogle.umbc.edu/ 
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About crawlers

• Also known as a Web spider or Web robot.

• Other less frequently used names for Web crawlers are ants, automatic 
indexers, bots, and worms.

• “ A program or automated script which browses the World Wide Web in 
a methodical, automated manner ” (Kobayashi and Takeda, 2000).  

• The process or program used by search engines to download pages 
from the web for later processing by a search engine that will index the 
downloaded pages to provide fast searches.

• In concept a semantic web crawler differs from a traditional web crawler 
in only two regards: the format of the source material it is traversing, 
and the means of specifying links between information resources. 

Reference: Kobayashi, M., & Takeda, K. (2000). Information retrieval on the web. ACM Computing 
Surveys (CSUR), 32(2), 144-173.

17
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Crawlers

18
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http://swoogle.umbc.edu/ 

Swoogle uses four kinds of crawlers to discover 
semantic web documents and several analysis agents 
to compute metadata and relations among documents 
and ontologies.  Metadata is stored in a relational 
DBMS. Services are provided to people and agents.

SWOOGLE 2

SWD Metadata

Web Service

Web Server

SWD Cache

The 
WebCandidate

URLs Web Crawler

SWD Reader

IR analyzer SWD analyzer

Human users

Intelligent Agents

discovery

digest

analysis

service

Ontology
Dictionary

Swoogle
Search

Swoogle
Statistics

Swoogle provides services 
to people via a web 
interface and to agents as 
web services.

Searching ca. 10000
ontologies.

Crawlers: Swoogle
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Swoogle concepts

• Document
– A Semantic Web Document (SWD) is  an online document written in 

semantic web languages (i.e. RDF and OWL). 

– An ontology document (SWO) is a SWD that contains mostly term 
definition (i.e. classes and properties). It corresponds to T-Box in 
Description Logic.

– An instance document (SWI or SWDB) is a SWD that contains mostly 
class individuals. It corresponds to A-Box in Description Logic.

• Term
– A term is a non-anonymous RDF resource which is the URI reference of 

either a class or a property.

• Individual
– An individual refers to a non-anonymous RDF resource which is the URI 

reference of a class member.

In swoogle, a document D is a valid SWD iff.  JENA* correctly parses D and 
produces at least one triple.

*JENA is a Java framework for writing Semantic Web applications. http://www.hpl.hp.com/semweb/jena2.htm

rdf:type
rdfs:Class

foaf:Person

rdf:type
foaf:Person

http://.../foaf.rdf#finin
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Example

Find “Time” Ontology
(Swoogle Search)1

2

3

4

Digest “Time” Ontology
• Document view
• Term view

Find Term “Person”
(Ontology Dictionary)

Digest Term “Person”
• Class properties
• (Instance) properties

5 Swoogle Statistics
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Find “Time” Ontology
We can use a set of keywords to search 
ontology. For example, “time, before, after” 
are basic concepts for a “Time” ontology.
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Digest Term “Person”
Demo

4

167 different properties

562 different properties
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Ontology editor: 
Protégé/Collaborative Protégé 

24
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Ontology editors

• Ontology editors provide an environment to build ontologies. 

• As we heard in the lecture on ontologies, there are various ways of 
building ontologies (i.e. collaborative – community-driven, heavweight –
lightweight ontologies, etc.). 

• Different tools might be suitable for different purposes. 

• Sometimes tools impose an ontology building methodology. 

• Today:
– Protégé

– Collaborative Protégé

– Also in annotation: Semantic MediaWiki

25
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Protégé-Facts 

• Free, open source ontology editor and knowledge-base 
ramework.

• Based on Java.
• Written as a collection of plug-ins which can be replaced 

singly or as a whole.
• Extensible.
• Provides a plug-and-play environment.
• Can be customized in order to provide domain-friendly 

support.
• Available at http://protege.stanford.edu/

2626
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Protégé Facts

• Supports the creation, visulization and manipulation of 
ontologies.

• Supports a variety of formats like RDF(S), OWL and XML 
Schema.

• Enables rapid prototyping and application development.

There are two different ways to model ontologies:
• Frame based via the Protégé-Frames editor
• In OWL via the Protégé-OWL editor

2727
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Protégé Frame-based editor

• Construction and population of ontologies that are frame-
based.

• Conformant to OKBC (Open Knowledge Base 
Connectivity Protocol).
– An ontology is a set of classes.
– These are structured in a subsumption hierarchy.
– To each class a set of slots to express properties and 

relationships is assigned.
– Each class has a set of instances (individuals which hold 

concrete values of the properties of the respective class.

2828
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Protégé-Frame-based editor

• Classes 
structured in a 
taxonomy

29

• Instances 
assigned to 
classes

• Properties 
assigned to 
classes

29
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Protégé OWL editor

• Protégé-OWL editor is an extension of Protégé that 
supports the Web Ontology Language (OWL).

• An OWL ontology may include descriptions of classes, 
properties and their instances. 

• OWL formal semantics specifies how to derive its logical 
consequences.

• Those are facts not literally present in the ontology, but 
entailed by the semantics. 

3030
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Protégé-OWL editor

The Protégé-OWL editor enables users to: 

• Load and save OWL and RDF ontologies. 

• Edit and visualize classes, properties, and SWRL rules.

• Define logical class characteristics as OWL expressions.

• Execute reasoners such as description logic classifiers. 

• Edit OWL individuals for Semantic Web markup. 

3131
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Protégé-OWL editor

• Graphical 
representation 
of taxonomy 
together with 
axioms.

32

• Definition of rules.

32
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Collaborative Protégé

Collaborative Protégé 
• is an extension to Protégé.
• supports collaborative ontology editing.
• supports annotation of ontologies and ontology changes.
• supports searching and filtering of annotations.
• supports a voting mechanisms for changes.
• provides two different ways to enable collaborative 

ontology editing.
– Multi-user mode

– Standalone mode

3333
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Collaborative Protégé

Multi-user mode:
• Ontology is hosted on server.
• Multiple clients can edit ontology simultaneously.
• Changes introduced by one client become visible to the 

others immediately.
• Preferred mode Collaborative Protégé should be run in.

Standalone mode:
• Multiple users access one ontology in succession.
• Ontologies are stored on a shared drive.
• Users access the same project files.
• Parallel access is not possible.

3434
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Collaborative Protégé continued

• Searching notes from 
other users based on 
certain criteria.

35

• Chating with other 
users while working 
on one ontology.

35
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Annotation: 
Semantic Media Wiki

36

Slides based on presentation by Völkl et al., University Karlsruhe
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Semantic Annotation

• Linking content to ontologies in order to make data machine-
understandable and allow machines to interpret data. 

• Different ways of annotation:
– Manual

– Semi-automatic (usually with training sets)

– Automatic

• Manual approach: Semantic MediaWiki (annotation embedded in the 
workflow of content creation)

• Automatic approach: KIM (large knowledge base in the background is 
matched to content)

37
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Semantic Media Wiki Facts

Semantic Media Wiki
• Extension of Media Wiki (Wikipedia).
• Tool for semantic annotation of Wiki content
• Search, organise, tag, browse, evaluate and share 

content.
• Adding semantic annotations to the traditional Media 

Wiki.
• Enables machines to understand and evaluate texts.
• Available at http://semantic-

mediawiki.org/wiki/Semantic_MediaWiki

3838
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Semantic Media Wiki Benefits

Semantic Media Wiki provides:
• Automatically-generated lists: manually updated lists are error 

prone, computationally created lists are always up-to-date and can 
be customized easily.

• Visual display of information: additionally to lists SMW 
provides much richer views like calendars, timelines, graphs, maps 
and others.

• Improved data structure: reduces complexity by using queries 
to structure data, provides templates to create structure and forms 
which facilitate the addition of semantic information.

3939
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Semantic Media Wiki Benefits

• Searching information: users can access information through 
the formulation of their own queries.

• Inter-language consistency: redundant data distributed over 
different languages can be expressed semantically. That ensures 
consistency among the used languages and enables the reuse of 
information.

• External reuse: SMW can serve as a source of data for certain 
applications by providing the means to export content in formats like 
CSV, JSON and RDF.

4040
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Semantic Media Wiki Editing

• Creating a taxonomy of 
categories via 
[[Category:Supercategory]]

41

• Typing of an element via 
[[Category:CategoryXYZ]]

• Assigning property/value pairs 
via [[PropertyXYZ::Value]]

• Creating concepts for automatic 
list generation via 
{{#concept:[[List elements]]}}

www.sti-innsbruck.at 42

Semantic Media Wiki Browsing

42

• Semantic browsing via Special:Browse interface.

• Viewing all properties, types and 
values via Special:Properties (not only 
for properties but many more).

• The factbox summarizes the semantic 
data of each page.

• Simple search interfaces for 
different types of searches.

42
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Semantic Media Wiki Searching

• Inline queries dynamically include 
query results into pages. A query 
created by one user can then be 
used by many others.

43

• Concepts store queries on pages which can be viewed as dynamic categories. 
Concepts are computationally created collections of pages.

• The Special:Ask 
page uses a query 
and additional 
options to display 
information in a 
structured, 
however not 
persistent manner.

43
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Annotation:
KIM

44

Slides based on presentation by B. Popov, Ontotext
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The KIM Platform

• A platform offering 

services and infrastructure for:

– (semi-) automatic semantic annotation and 

– ontology population

– semantic indexing and retrieval of content

– query and navigation over the formal knowledge

• Based on Information Extraction technology 

www.sti-innsbruck.at 4646/68

KIM What’s Inside?

The KIM Platform includes:

• Ontologies (PROTON + KIMSO + KIMLO) and KIM World KB

• KIM Server – with a set of APIs for remote access and integration

• Front-ends: Web-UI and plug-in for Internet Explorer.
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The AIM of KIM

• Aim: to arm Semantic Web applications

- by providing a metadata generation technology

- in a standard, consistent, and scalable framework

www.sti-innsbruck.at 4848/68

What KIM does  
Semantic Annotation
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Simple Usage: Highlight, Hyperlink, and…

www.sti-innsbruck.at 5050/68

Simple Usage: … Explore and Navigate
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KIM is Based On…

KIM is based on the following open-source platforms: 

• GATE – the most popular NLP and IE platform in the world, developed at 
the University of Sheffield. Ontotext is its biggest co-developer.
www.gate.ac.uk and www.ontotext.com/gate

• OWLIM – OWL repository, compliant with 
Sesame RDF database from Aduna B.V. 
www.ontotext.com/owlim

- OWLIM’s current name is GraphDB

• Lucene – an open-source IR engine by Apache. 
jakarta.apache.org/lucene/

www.sti-innsbruck.at 5252/68

PROTON

• Name. PROTON is an acronym for 
Proto Ontology

– ex-names: BULO (basic upper-level ontology), GO (generic ontology);
– “proto” – used in the sense of “primary”, “beginning”, “giving rise to”, vs. “first in 

time” or “oldest”;
– connotations: positive, fundamental, elemental, “in favour of”, even romantic 

(like a science-fiction novel from the 60-ies) 
• Intended usage. A Basic Upper-Level Ontology like PROTON - used for:

– ontology population

– knowledge modelling and integration strategy of a KM environment;

– generation of domain, application, and other ontologies.
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KIM World KB

A quasi-exhaustive coverage of the most popular entities in the world 
… 

• What a person is expected to have heard about that is beyond the 
horizons of his country, profession, and hobbies.

• Entities of general importance … like the ones that appear in the 
news …

KIM “knows”:

• Locations: mountains, cities, roads, etc.

• Organizations, all important sorts of: business, international, 
political, government, sport, academic…

• Specific people, etc.

www.sti-innsbruck.at 5454/68

KIM IE Pipeline 
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Repository and Reasoner: 
Sesame and GraphDB

55
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What is Sesame?

• A framework for storage, querying and inferencing of RDF and RDF 
Schema

• A Java Library for handling RDF

• A Database Server for (remote) access
to repositories of RDF data
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Sesame features

• Light-weight yet powerful Java API
• Highly expressive query and transformation languages

– SeRQL, SPARQL
• High scalability (O(10^7) triples on desktop hardware)
• Various backends

– Native Store
– RDBMS (MySQL, Oracle 10, DB2, PostgreSQL)
– main memory

• Reasoning support
– RDF Schema reasoner
– OWL DLP (OWLIM)
– domain reasoning (custom rule engine)

• Transactional support
• Context support 
• Rio Toolkit: parsers and writers for different RDF syntaxes:

– RDF/XML, Turtle, N3, N-Triples

www.sti-innsbruck.at 58

Sesame architecture

RDF ModelRDF Model

RioRio
SAIL APISAIL API

SAIL Query Model

SeRQLSeRQL SPARQLSPARQL

Repository Access APIRepository Access API

HTTP ServerHTTP Serverapplicationapplication

applicationapplication

HTTP / SPARQL protocol
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The SAIL API

• Storage And Inferencing Layer
• Abstraction from physical storage

– allows other Sesame components to function on any type of store
– can be used as a wrapper layer for a

particular data source

• System Internal API
– application developers typically do not use it directly

www.sti-innsbruck.at 60

The Repository Access API

• A single Java object representation for a Sesame database, offering 
methods for
– evaluating a query and retrieving the result

– adding RDF data from local file, from the web, as a text string, etc.

– adding/removing (sets of) RDF statements

– starting/stopping transactions
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Querying RDF

• RDF is a labeled, directed graph of semistructured data 
– no rigid schema

• An RDF query language needs to be able to address this:
– graph path expressions

– dealing with semistructured nature of RDF

– flexible querying of both data and schema

www.sti-innsbruck.at 62

SeRQL vs. SPARQL

• Both: expressive query and transformation language for RDF
– SELECT and CONSTRUCT
– optional path expressions
– support for context/named graphs

• SeRQL (“circle”)
– nested queries (IN, EXISTS operators)
– user-friendly syntax (a matter of taste of course)
– efficient Sesame implementation

• SPARQL (“sparkle”)
– W3C Standard (in progress)

• tool interoperability: Jena, Redland, 3Store, Sesame, …
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Reasoning for OWL

• GraphDB plugin support (by OntoText)

– inductive, scalable reasoning over a pragmatic subset of OWL 

• Custom reasoner

– rule-based reasoner with user-defined rules

– can be used to capture (part of) the semantics of OWL Lite / DL. 

www.sti-innsbruck.at 64

GraphDB

• GraphDB is a high-performance OWL repository

• Storage and Inference Layer (SAIL) for Sesame RDF database

• GraphDB performs OWL DLP reasoning

• It is uses the IRRE (Inductive Rule Reasoning Engine) for forward-
chaining and “total materialization” 

• In-memory reasoning and query evaluation

• GraphDB provides a reliable persistence, based on RDF N-Triples

• GraphDB can manage millions of statements on desktop hardware

• Extremely fast upload and query evaluation even for huge ontologies 
and knowledge bases 

64
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Overview – Sesame and GraphDB 
(OWLIM is a previous name of GraphDB)

65
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Scalable inference map

66

This image is never up to date, see the latest performance figures in lecture 6 or other publications 
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Publishing and Visualising
ONLIM

67

Slides are provided by ONLIM: www.onlim.com
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Users dealing with rules and 
policies

72

Slides follow: Zhdanova, A.V., Zeiss, J., Dantcheva, A., Gabner, R., Bessler, S.
“A Semantic Policy Management Environment for End-Users and its Empirical Study”. 

Networked Knowledge - Networked Media: Integrating Knowledge Management, 
New Media Technologies and Semantic Systems (Eds.: Schaffert, S., Tochtermann, K., 
Auer, S., Pellegrini, T.), Springer Verlag, pp. 249-268 (2009). 
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Motivation: Why Should the End User
Edit Policies? 

www.sti-innsbruck.at 74

Motivation: Why Edit Policies?

End User Perspective 

• Personal data and identity managment 
– „Who is watching me?“, e.g., choose to whom you want to reveal your location and 

presence and to whom not

• Policy awareness, acceptance/rejection
– „What is going on?“, „Why?“, e.g., learn about government, finance, legal, business 

procedures

Organizational Perspective

• Policy management
– „Define, set, communicate, share policies“, e.g., conditions of selling a service at a 

WWW marketplace

B2B, B2C, C2B, C2C, P2P
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PAT: In a Nutshell

Policy Acquisition Tool (PAT)

• Is a policy editor and engine enabling user-driven generation of 
semantic policies

– Front-end policy construction (JSON-based)

– Back-end validation and reasoning (Python version of Euler reasoner)

• Can be used as a web application

• Input: ontologies and instance data for construction of rules

• Output: policies

• Native knowledge representation format: N3
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PAT: Architecture
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PAT: Functionality

• Creating a new policy/user rule

• Viewing a policy/user rule

• Modifying a policy/user rule

• Deleting a policy/user rule

• Saving a policy/user rule (in particular, as a text file in N3 language 
notation)

• Naming a policy/user rule for further reference and search (so that 
users can retrieve the rules that they create by a name in a human-
readable form)
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Eshop Example

Maria
likes to shop,
likes special offers,
does not like to disclose 
her personal data

Ehop manager
works for a Eshop,
creates Eshop policies and 
communicates them to customers,
applies Eshop policies for user
profile management 

Policy 
Acquisition 

Tool
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Eshop Example: Policies
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Eshop Example: Policies, Full Text

1. Information You Give Us: we receive and store any information you enter on our website or 
give us in any other way.

2. You can choose not to provide certain information but then you might not be able to take 
advantage of many of our features. 

3. We use the information that you provide for such purposes as responding to your requests, 
customising future shopping for you, improving our stores, and communicating with you.

4. Automatic Information: we receive and store certain types of information whenever you 
interact with us.  

5. For example, like many websites, we use "cookies" and we obtain certain types of 
information when your Web browser accesses Eshop. 

6. E-mail Communications: to help us make e-mails more useful and interesting, we often 
receive a confirmation when you open e-mail from Eshop if your computer supports such 
capabilities. 

7. We also compare our customer list to lists received from other companies in an effort to 
avoid sending unnecessary messages to our customers.

8. If you do not want to receive e-mail or other mail from us, please adjust your Customer 
Communication Preferences. 

9. Information from Other Sources: we might receive information about you from other 
sources and add it to our account information. 

Amazon.co.uk
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Eshop Policy Modelling Example 

“We might receive information about you from other sources and 
add it to our account information.“

Maria a :Customer.

Eshop a :Eshop.

External_Information_about_Maria a 
:External_Customer_Information.

Marias_Account_at_Eshop a :Eshop_Customer_Account.

{

Maria :has Marias_Account_at_Eshop.

Eshop :receives External_Information_about_Maria

}

=> {External_Information_about_Maria :is_added_to 
Marias_Account_at_Eshop}
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PAT: Starting
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PAT: Rule Condition Editing
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PAT: New Sentence is Added
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PAT: Rule Construction is Completed
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Evaluations

• 10 users were asked to model policies from eShop & etiquette domains

• Users well-mixed: technical & non-technical, male & female

• Generally the task was well-performed, and users found the system in 
the same way useful and usable

– detailed test and questionnaire results are in the paper
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EXTENSIONS
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Ontology editors (Extensions)

• Protege (today) http://protege.stanford.edu

• PoolParty: https://www.poolparty.biz

• Neon Toolkit: www.neon-toolkit.org

• Semantic Media Wiki
– HALO extension http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Halo_Extension

• DOGMA Modeler http://starlab.vub.ac.be/website/node/47

• TopBraid Composer http://www.topbraidcomposer.com/

88
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Reasoners (Extensions)

• AllegroGraph http://agraph.franz.com/

• Fact http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/%7Ehorrocks/FaCT/

• Pellet http://clarkparsia.com/pellet

• Racer http://www.racer-systems.com/

• IRIS http://iris-reasoner.org

• GraphDB: http://graphdb.ontotext.com

• KAON http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/

• Ongoing: Stavrakantonakis, I., Fensel, A., Fensel, D. “Linked Open Vocabulary 
Ranking and Terms Discovery”, In Proceedings of the 12th International Conference 
on Semantic Systems, SEMANTICS’16, Leipzig, Germany, September 12-15, 2016, 
pp 1-8, ACM (2016).

89
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Storage (Extensions)

• GraphDB: http://graphdb.ontotext.com

• Sesame http://openrdf.org/

• Allegrograph http://agraph.franz.com/

• Jena http://jena.sourceforge.net/

• Virtuoso http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/

• Redland http://librdf.org/
• CKAN – Open Source Data Portal http://ckan.org

90
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Publishing and Visualisation (Extensions)

• Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/

• VOWL - Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies: 
http://vowl.visualdataweb.org

• More on up-to-date overview of ontology and vocabulary visualizers: 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/some-advanced-visualization-technics-
embracing-complexity-figay

91
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Users Dealing with Rules and Policies 
(Extensions)

• Ongoing DALICC project – Data Licenses Clearance Center: 
https://www.dalicc.net

• DALICC is (co-)funded by FFG in the 4th “IKT der Zukunft” call.

• It runs from November 2016 until October 2018.

• There is a W3C working group on semantic data licensing (ODRL: 
https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/ , Permissions & Obligations 
Expression Working Group), and parts of project is co-developed there.

• Follow the project on ResearchGate: 
https://www.researchgate.net/project/DALICC-Data-Licenses-
Clearance-Center

92
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SUMMARY

97
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Summary

• Today, we started with a motivation taking On2Broker as a basic example for a 
Semantic Web system. 

• We discussed different tools addressing components of such systems. 
• Crawlers for the Semantic Web 

– Swoogle

• Ontology editors (to create the structure intended for the data) 
– Protege and collaborative Protege

• Annotation tools (to create structured data for the repository)
– Semantic MediaWiki
– KIM

• Repositories (databases)
– Sesame

• Reasoners (inference engines)
– GraphDB

• Publishing and visualisation
– ONLIM

• Users dealing with rules and policies

• An up-to-date overview of latest developments can be found at 
http://semanticweb.org, as well as conferences - SEMANTiCS 
(http://semantics.cc), and European Semantic Web Conference (www.eswc-
conferences.org) – these are the top ones taking place in Europe. 98
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References

• Mandatory reading
– D. Fensel, J. Angele, S. Decker, M. Erdmann, H.-P. Schnurr, S. Staab, R. Studer, and A. Witt: 

On2broker: Semantic-Based Access to Information Sources at the WWW. In Proceedings of the 
Workshop on Intelligent Information Integration (III99) during IJCAI-99, Stockholm, Sweden, August 
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Environment for End-Users and its Empirical Study”. Networked Knowledge - Networked Media: 
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Schaffert, S., Tochtermann, K., Auer, S., Pellegrini, T.), Springer Verlag, pp. 249-268 (2009). 

– http://semanticweb.org

– Protege http://protege.stanford.edu

Check YouTube channels for the videos about the tools!! Many companies have these for 
online for their products e.g. 

– Semantic Web Company‘s PoolParty: https://www.youtube.com/user/semwebcompany

– Ontotext‘s GraphDB: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXWXQfaPgZ4EQIxO2KucKOQ/videos

– ONLIM: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC53Lm6Qd52GaB4Xukd4u4_Q
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– More on up-to-date overview of ontology and vocabulary visualizers: 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/some-advanced-visualization-technics-embracing-complexity-figay
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Administrative note: Sample exam questions/topics 
- the actual exam questions can be on any contents of the course 

• Describe the state and the problems in the current web (Web, Web 2.0) and the approach 
and advances of the semantic web (Web 3.0). 

• Show how semantic annotations based on ontologies would help solve the problems of 
the current web. 

• Explain what ontologies are and what they are used for. 

• Describe from a knowledge representation point of view the different kinds of ontologies. 

• Model a given scenario (text) using RDF.

• Explain a SPARQL query; show the result of a SPARQL query on given data. 

• Explain what Linked (Open) Data is.

• Describe the difference between open-world assumption and closed-world assumption. 

• Describe the different reasoning approaches and challenges of world-scale reasoning.

• Explain the differences between the variants of OWL.

• Explain the main reasons for why NoSQL data stores appeared. 

• List and describe the main characteristics of NoSQL data stores, list at least three 
examples of such tools.

• Describe the problem of ontology matching.

• Describe the method for integration based on mediation.

• Explain what Semantic Web Services (SWS) are, and list and briefly explain at least three 
SWS approaches/frameworks.
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Next Lecture

# Title

1 Introduction

2 Semantic Web Architecture

3 Resource Description Framework (RDF)

4 Web of data

5 Generating Semantic Annotations

6 Storage and Querying

7 Web Ontology Language (OWL)

8 Rule Interchange Format (RIF)

9 Reasoning on the Web

10 Ontologies

11 Social Semantic Web

12 Semantic Web Services

13 Tools

14 Applications
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Questions?


